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DEMOCRACY

A generation ago millions gave their lives in a crusade to make the world safe
for democracy. The crusade ended in complete victory; democracy appeared
And then something went wrong. Elation and entriumphant everywhere.
The men whom their
thusiasm gave place to disillusionment and frustration.
country needed became men without work; homes for heroes proved to be slum
tenements; hundreds of thousands of the country's children remained below the
poverty line. Within little more than twenty years of their triumph the crusaders
of democracy were facing disaster on the beaches of Dunkirk.
It need not and must not happen again. We have won another war; this time the
democracies must win the peace. The peacemakers of 1919 lost the peace for
democracy because they failed to distinguish between the underlying principles of
democracy and the outward forms in which it is clothed in a particular age. They
thought they could re-establish the principles by simply restoring the old
nineteenth-century forms. We are to-day paying the dismal price of their blunder.
democracy is tuned up to
This time we must see to it that twentieth-century
twentieth-century conditions. We must recognise that scientific advance, hastened
by the stimulus of total war, has created new possibilities and evolved new techniques of social organisation and planning which carry revolutionary implications
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for human society. Democracy will only live on and become once again a dynamic
force if it can boldly turn those techniques and discoveries to its own purposes,
using them to put an end to unemployment, insecurity and want, and to open up
new frontiers of human life and freedom.
This is a task which cannot be left to the statesman and the expert. It is the
nd
i ividual responsibility of every citizen. The essence of a democratic community
th
is at 'its citizens should take an active part in its decisions; and this is more
th
an ever in an age in which the state is everywhere extending th e
imperative
Active citizenship is the indispensable condition of freedom
activity.
~ange of its
in a planned society.
th
e citizen can only take an active part in the community if he is properly
~ut
informed about the choices and possibilities before it. To contribute to this 'body
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of informed opinion
• as a as1s o social action, is the purpose of t 1s series.
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nd
Written a edited by experts who believe it to be their responsibility as citizens
th
eir special knowledge before the widest possible public, using all th e
to put
I · r·tten
.
•
modern techniques of
presentation to give vividness to their subjects. t 1s w 1
.
.
th
e citizens of Great Britain, which, as the oldest of living demopn~anly for
the
.
. .
· I
cracies has to-day
a spec,a respons1b1lity to give leadership in working out
•
f very
..
. .
pattern of the new d
emocracy. But 1t 1s also written for the c1t1zens O e
h'ch
h
community who bef·
democracy is the only valid principle upon w 1
to run a modern soc·,eve t dat
iety, an who mean to make it work.
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More great new factories were being built
this one in
-like
Buckinghamshire (left)
and abroad like Bata's
in Czechoslovakia
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But man's technical
ac h i e v e m e n t was
by social
thwarted
collapse: millions were
thrown into unemthese
ployment-like
hunger marchers; and
Fascist
While the
marched
dictators
towards world conquest
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Distribution of Intelligence Scores
Average of 39 occupations
investigated

Among school teache·s

Among labourers
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